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In her discussion of eastern Tennessee, Sakowski ( Touring the Western North Carolina Backroads

, Blair, 1990) here reveals such surprises as where miniature golf was invented and where the first

nationally distributed country-and-western records were recorded. She lingers over the characters,

economics, and battles that have put this part of the country on the map. In a format similar to

WPA's Guide to Tennessee (Univ. of Tennessee Pr., 1986. reprint), Sakowski gives precise

directions to many historic locations, picnic areas, and scenic views of untraveled Tennessee. She

drops some startling remarks, such as, "When the atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima,... most

of... Oak Ridge was stunned to learn that... their whole community was centered around producing

this bomb." These stories hold the reader's interest. Recommended for libraries having patrons

living in and visiting eastern Tennessee.- Carolyn L. Stoddard, New Hampshire Tech. Inst. Lib.,

ConcordCopyright 1993 Reed Business Information, Inc.

I got this as a gift for my husband and he seemed to like it. Recommended seller. We haven't used

the book yet.

I bought this to explore possible photo opportunities on my way to Nashville, TN. I actually had less



travel time than I anticipated, so really didn't get to use it. It looks useful and I may try it for my next

trip to Eastern TN.

as expected

great

This and it's sister publications are some of the most detailed, informative tour guides you will find!

We simply love this series and the way it is written. There are few commercial details, i.e. hotel

recommendations, restaurants etc.If you need that buy the Frommer's or Fodor's books but this one

will take you way off the beaten path and bring you back again much more informed than when you

left. You can't go wrong with any of the books in this entire series.....I know, I have them all!

This is a must for anyone wanting to see East Tennessee and get everything you can out of it! The

book is easy to read and very informative. Maps are at the beginning of each section showing your

possible journey, so you can take the entire journey or a portion and know exactly what you will find

and see. The directions are excellent so you can't get lost. Now the only downfall...it is very similar

to another book I purchased so don't waste your money this book has it all.
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